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The Monthly Report of the Southern Observatory for Human Rights
January 2012

Bern, 15.02.2012

The Southern Observatory for Human Rights (SOHR) issued a periodic 
report for January 2012 to put in front of all the reality of grave violations 
committed by the Yemeni forces against the people of the South Yemen. 
Yemeni forces are continuing authority in the commission of heinous 
violations of further loss of life and bloodshed as a way to systematically 
practiced by the suppression on the peaceful events organized by the citizens 
of South Yemen eager to gain their rights for freedom and self-determination 
to return their independent state.

During the month of January 2012 embarked Yemeni forces Authority to 
commit a massacre, when proceeded to fire live bullets on thousands of 
people who call to commemorate the reconciliation and tolerance on Friday, 
January 13 2012, killing and wounding of causing dozens of participants in 
the event. Violations of the Yemeni forces against the southerners have 
exceeded the repressive nature of the particle to live up to the level of crimes 
against humanity, being aimed at specific groups with impunity or 
accountability, including the granting of immunity to those involved. This 
characterization of the crimes of the regime forces not only offset by the 
intervention of the international community to stop it and save the people of 
the South from the massacres taking place in his people..

The Yemeni regime forces committed these crimes without regard to the 
calls of the international community represented as well as the Security 
Council and the United Nations for Human Rights. The UN Security 
Council has called in its Resolution 2014 to the Yemeni government to stop 
the killing of civilians, and condemning strongly the continuing human 
rights violations and excessive use of force against peaceful protesters. In 
Security Council resolution of 29 September calls to prevent impunity for 
perpetrators of such violations with impunity through the formation of a 
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committee to carry out transparent and independent investigations in line 
with international standards. However, the Yemeni government did not 
respond to the international resolutions so far, ignoring the blood and the 
lives of citizens and the international position towards it. This is what will 
stand in front of the Human Rights Council in session to be held on February 
27, the current which would look into the extent of implementation of the 
Yemeni government for its decision.

The Southern Observatory for Human Rights calls the United Nations 
Council for Human Rights to find out about the Disclaimer the Yemeni 
government to implement international resolutions, disguised for the rights 
of victims of violations of its troops, and invites him to refer the task to an 
international committee neutral and the appointment of a special rapporteur 
on the situation of human rights mission evaluation of the government's 
record of Yemen and to consider the continuation of such violations 
committed against the citizens of the South, and looking their concerns and 
aspirations in re-independent state in which the end of such violations, as the 
state and the law system capable of protecting the rights of its citizens.

Southern Observatory demands UN Council to condemn "the law of 
immunity" granted to the Yemeni president and his aides from prosecution 
for what they committed serious violations of human rights law as 
incompatible with the provisions of international law on the Protection of 
Human Rights.

The Southern Observatory refers that were able to monitor many of the 
abuses that occurred in January 2012 documented 22 cases of extrajudicial 
killings and one of seventy cases have led to injuries of varying, as well as 
arbitrary arrest of twenty-six state and other serious violations. Translational 
rate of murder last month to three-fold. All such violations remain a witness 
to the atrocity committed by the regime forces against the southerners, until 
the perpetrators and those who involved in these crimes meets just 
punishment.

 Killed and injured outside the scope of the judiciary:

The Yemeni authority forces are still pursuing a method of loss the life and 
bloodshed against the southern activists, and launch of live bullets on 
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peaceful marches, not caring or indifferent to their lives and blood. This 
method expresses hatred towards all obnoxious anti southerners who are 
against Yemeni regime. It is committed thus crimes against humanity, 
shameful, and not subject to statute of limitations, and they can not impunity 
from the punishment, whatever the immunity granted to the perpetrators.

On Sunday, January 29 was waterfall a common Chairman of the peaceful 
movement in the province of Aldalh to an assassination attempt carried out 
by soldiers of the regime forces stationed at a military point in the 
directorate of Zaghloul during the passage of his car from her. The Aden 
news agency said that this attempt resulted in the injury to the journalist 
Abdul Rahman Al-Naqib correspondent of the newspaper, which was 
accompanied with the leader Shalal.

Coast Guard launched a fire on Monday, 23 January on a group of fishermen 
who were fishing in the area for hunting in the town of "Aldhabba" in the 
Directorate of Shahr coast of Hadramout. The Web site of Aden Alghad said 
that the attack led to the killing of fisherman Saeed Alhajj Bathurais and 
wounding a number of his fellow fishermen.

Unidentified gunmen shooted on Friday night January 20, southern activist 
with nicknamed "Hamada" and killed him when he was inside his house in 
the city of Radfan - Alhabilyan. The activist said he had sustained before the 
shot and the Yemeni army stationed in the city Habilyan made him a seat in 
his home, also had a role in the formation of popular committees, which 
recently took over the fight against bandits in the buttocks four directorates.

Soldiers of the regime forces stationed in the way the Directorate-General of 
the Aldalh fired on Thursday, 19 January at pedestrians and vehicles at 
random. The Web site “network alteef” said the attack resulted in the injury 
of the young man Saber Mohamed Yahya from Juhav-Aldalh and serious 
injury in his left leg.

Unknown persons fired on Tuesday, January 17 on the activist Alal Algumry 
and member of the local council in the province of Lahj during their 
presence in the streets of a city of Aden to the dead. The Web site, 
"sadaaden" The victim moved to live in the city of Aden immediately after 
the events of the revolution against the Yemeni regime.
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The citizen Fahim Awad sons of the province of Lahj  was seriously injured 
on Monday, 16 January  by Yemeni forces using a firing live bullets at 
thousands of mourners for the funeral of the martyr lawyer Samed Fadhel 
Saif, who was killed by similar forces on Friday, the last in the 
neighborhood of Khormaksar in the governorate of Aden. The Web site, 
"Adenalgah,” said the number of participants also was injured by tear gas.

Jamal Alnamer a member of the People's Committees for the protection of 
the city of Lauder in Abyan province, killed when launched by gunmen 
believed to belong to Al-Qaeda on the evening of Saturday, January 14. The 
Web site, "Adenalgahad"  said that elements linked to Al-Qaeda has been 
the recent attacks on its tribesmen from Alhiraak in the towns of Mudia and 
Lauder.

Yemeni authority forces on Friday 13 January and killed southern soldiers 
which was refusing to shoot at demonstrators southerners. The Web site, 
"Adenalghad"  said that the soldier has previously refused to come down 
flag from a platform of thesouth independence Square in Khormaksar-Aden.

The citizen Maher Hussein Bin Ahtben Chairman of the Committee of 
Association in the Central Organization for Control and Accounting in the 
province of Aden on Monday, Jan. 2 was killed at the hands of groups 
belonging to the device manager who committed the shooting to break up 
protests by hundreds of workers against the management device. The Web 
site, "Adenalghad" said that two of the protesters had also been wounded in 
this incident, one of them is named Alawi Alsaqqaf.

 Restriction of liberty by arbitrary arrests:

Arbitrary detention is a restriction of freedom of the physical human being 
without legal justification, and is way beyond any judicial proceedings. 
There is permission from the Attorney General does not summoned prior 
note, not even disclose the reason for arrest or charge that justify it. It has 
deprived the domestic and international laws that type of arrest, as human 
right violation. This kind of arbitrary detention practiced against southerners, 
without legal control and accountability.

- Yemeni authority forces have embarked on the evening of Monday, 30 
January at the Directorate Trim the arrest of a young man Muhammad 
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Bammisri one of the leaders of the Southern Movement, but he was able to 
escape them by jumping from the car kit military.

- Authority forces stationed in the Directorate of Aldalh on Sunday, January 
29 embarked on the arrest of Obaid Qasim Sheikh and Nasser Al-Shoaibi 
and Abd Al-Karim Qasim and Anwer Ali Mohsen and others because of 
their involvement in the festival organized by the mass of the southern 
movement in the directorate of Jehaf-Aldalh.

- Authority forces in the city of Tarim on Sunday 29 th January proceeded 
on the arrest of several supporters of the southern movement, according to 
what reported on "Adenalgahad" Awad Yeslam Bamoumen, Idris bin 
Hamdoon and Abdullah Musaaud on the back of their relationship with the 
Southern Movement.

- The detainee Fares Abdullah Saleh Aldhalhi declared the strike from eating 
to protest on his continued imprisonment, starting on Sunday, January 22. 
This came in an appeal published by “Alteef network news” by the lawyer 
Arif  Alhalmi Chairman of the Legal Committee for the Defense of Southern 
appealing to humanitarian organizations, local and international solidarity 
with the fact that his client's trial took place in purely political based on 
trumped-up charge is not malicious unfounded.

- Yemeni national security forces arrested in Aden International Airport on 
Wednesday, January 11 the lawyer Yahya Ghalib Shuaibi one of the leader 
of the southern movement when he was ready to travel to Cairo for 
treatment. The Yemeni National Security Forces confirm retention of the 
lists containing the names of the southern movement activists has a list of 
southerners blocked for travel. 

- The militia calling itself "Ansar Al-Sharia" on Tuesday 10 January arrested 
Sheikh Abdullah Garamah in Shakra-Abyan province on his way to the 
province of Aden. The Web site, "Adenalghad," said the Sheikh Garama is 
one of the tribal opposition to the presence of these militias in the South.

- The web site, "Adenalghad,"  said the groups of Ansar Alsharia" arrested 
Dr. Waheeb Abdullah Saleh the academic at the University of Aden while he 
was in the city of Jaar. According to sources close to the family they have 
lost Dr. waheeb arrested for three days to discover later that he was 
kidnapped by Ansar Alsharia on the back of his opposition to them.
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- Yemeni forces proceeded under the orders from the Director of the 
Directorate of Mukayras Gehlan Muhammad on Wednesday, 4 January on 
the kidnapping of six members of the union southern youth and took them to 
the prison city of Albidha. The Web site, "Adenpress,"  said that the 
kidnapping was against the background of these young people to draw the 
flag of the South at the top of the mountain on the city of  Mukayras, and 
they are the following names:
Walid Maher Alulaby
Waheeb Mohamed Omar Saleh
Mohammed Saleh Alankaz
Hussein Abdullah Sauah
Ahmed Abdullah Alhadi
Murad Jabel Qamish

 Assault and threat to the southern movement activists:

- The leader in the Southern Movement lawyer Ahmed Hubais was attacked 
on his own car on Sunday, January 29, 2012, after having received several 
threatening letters and intimidation to his mobile one was the text "take care 
by yourself" the unknown persons attacked him and broken the glass back 
seat of his car in the market of saoun-Hadramout.

- A group of elements of Alislah Party a partner in the power of Yemen on 
the evening of Sunday, January 29 at the Directorate of Saoun - Hadramout 
beat Awad Bamoumen and Idris bin Hamdoun, Abdullah Bamsiaud 
separately using clubs and bars, and then taken to the headquarters of 
Authority security forces who in turn beat them, tortured and threatened with 
death, the Aden news agency said These forces have detained them and on 
the back of their relationship with the Southern Movement.

- Unknown on Tuesday evening, January 17 burned the motorcycle of the 
political Ibrahim Aljafri when he is standing in front of his home city of 
Almukalla-Hadramout and they fled. The Web site, "siyassapress," said the 
activist Aljafri is an active participant in all activities of the southern 
movement in the city of Almukalla in addition to being a leading youth and 
student movement.
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- The court (State Security) in Aden on Monday, January 9th held asession 
of the trial of the leader of the southern movement Shalal Ali Shaeh on the 
common interest to the public prosecutor claims that based on the receipt of 
the name of the accused to copy websites drawn from the accused did not
deny the validity.

 Day of reconciliation turns into a bloody day on the reconciled:

Thousands of southerners gathered since early morning in Independence 
Square "offers previously" in the neighborhood of Khormaksar - Aden. 
While they interact with the occasion memorable and performance of their 
Friday prayers, in the center of the arena, a the Yemeni forces armed to the 
teeth with heavy weapons of armored vehicles and rocket and the crews of 
military stormed the scene and fired live bullets heavily on the participants 
and bomb the Holocaust for the eyes and irritating to the release with the use 
of contaminated water and batons and sticks excessive force in an attempt to 
disperse them. 

The Yemeni Authority forces proceeded to commit a massacre against the 
people of the south, claimed the lives of six people killed and forty-eight 
wounded, many of them seriously, in addition to injuring dozens of people 
from suffocation due to the use of those forces and the density of the gas 
breathtaking .. As she has authority over the forces arrested dozens of 
participants, and the confiscation of banners, logos and images of martyrs 
and other requirements of the peaceful festival.

The Web site, "Adenalghad"  said that the soldiers opened fire on the groups 
of protesters were on their way from the neighborhood of Alsadah towards 
Independence Square. Also prevented the crowds of citizens from entering 
the arena who had flocked from the neighborhood of peace and other 
neighborhoods adjacent to the College of Education in Khormaksar, this is 
what has led to unequal encounters between citizens and the Yemeni forces 
in background to Independence Square.

The Web site, "Sadaden"  said that the Yemeni authority forces closed the 
roads leading to the entrances of Aden as well as those of internal roads 
between the directorates of the province of Aden and the Directorate of 
Khormaksar toward Independence Square, imposing a security cordon and 
military siege tight to the Directorate of Khormaksar, insulating them from 
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other directorates, an absolute fire on any attempt to penetrate to the 
blockade or infiltration of the back streets.

Many news sites reported the names of the dead and wounded and prisoners 
(see the tables).

From our side, the Southern Observatory reported the situation and sent the 
appeals for such attacks to the United Nations High Commissioner for 
Human Rights and several international organizations. (Please return to the 
appeals of Observatory).

 Deterioration of security:

- An explosion detonated on Monday, 30 January to hit a woman and six 
children all of them are displaced people living in the school of Alqadisiyah 
in the directorate of Almansoura - Aden. The Web site, "Adenalghad" said 
the story of the explosion took place after that found a number of displaced 
children to a foreign object placed in front of the school gate, where they 
took him with them to explode after minutes later while where they were 
playing with it.

- After the incident of  the fire between the Yemeni forces and unidentified 
armed elements on Saturday, January 28, killed 'Ali Nasir Ahmad from Dar 
Saad-Aden by a bullet come from that engagement. The Web site, 
"Adenalghad" said that the citizen Ali Nasser was passing in front of the 
supermarket Damran in the directorate of Almansoura-Aden.

- An explosion on Tuesday 24 th January in the village of Almagilah in the 
directorate of Almahfid-Abyan province of one of the shells waste air raid of 
America, which launched on the village before two years ago, "in the 
December 17, 2009", which resulted in the death of Salem Atef Ali, and 
injuring the rest of his family, his wife and three children. :Aden news 
agency” reported their names as follows:

1 - a wife and mother of children (30 years)
2 - Warda Salem Atef (daughter,13 years)
3 - Khaled Atef Salem (daughter,10 years)
4 – Ali Salem Atef (son, 9 years) 
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- A group of armed on Sunday, 15 January blocked the road leading to the 
directorate of Almualla-Aden province near to a tour of Alaqaba. The Web 
site, "Adenonline" said that the militants who do not know their identities or 
the party that stands behind them, as noted seen gunmen stationed in the 
mountain near the tent which erected for them.
The city of Aden acts uncontrollable chaos and deterioration security in light 
of collusion by the security management of the province of Aden and amid 
accusations of manager to maintain the security of the commander Ghazi 
Ahmed Ali, who is suspected of siding behind these acts according to what 
the Web sit mentioned. 

- Heard a huge explosion shook parts of the directorate of Almansoura on 
Friday evening, 13 January followed by shooting heavy machine guns of 
heavy caliber. The Web site of "Adenalghad"  said the bomb exploded at the 
corner of main street leading from the bridge to the round of Caltex in the 
directorate of Almansoura, but it did not cause any material damage or 
casualties, except the panic and fear among citizens.

 The suppression of peaceful protests:

- Following a protest carried out by dozens of citizens of the district of Cairo 
in the directorate of Sheikh Othman in Aden proceeded Authority forces in 
the night of Thursday, 19 January and shot of participants and wounding 
eight of them, and taken all to the hospital Saber for treatment according to 
what the site "Sadaaden".

- Following to the suicides of three got off the central prison of the province 
of Aldalh on Monday evening, 16 January indignation of ignoring the 
official authorities of the appeals and not to respond to their demands, they 
insist (Nassar Hajjar and Adnan Afattahi, and Adel Almisen, the t remaining 
prisoners set on Thursday, 19 January on the implementation of a protest to 
demand their release or bring them of the trial that the length of stay without 
it exceeded several years. The Web site of "Sadaaden" said the regime forces 
that confronted the protest by firing live bullets and tear gas, and its impact 
on the injured more than a hundred and fifty prisoners, gas suffocation, four 
of whom were wounded by bullets, their names are as follows:

1 - Abdullah Mohammed Abadi.    3 - Fouad  Massad Aldakam.
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2 - Mahmoud Ahmed Taher.           4 Samam Mousad Osman Suberh.

- Yemeni forces opened fire on Monday, 9 January in the city of Almukalla-
Hadrami to the collect people of the protesters which they demand that the 
murderers of the young Abdullah, who was killed on the key elements of the 
hands of the regime forces last October. The news agency of “Aden news 
agency" said that two of the protestors were wounded by this attack
.

 Crack down on press freedom and journalists:

- The Criminal Court (State Security) held on Monday, January 30 hearing 
on the charges against a family of Al-Ayam newspaper, and its editor 
journalist Hisham Bashraheel, contained the adopted malicious prosecution, 
including charges of forming an armed gang. The Web site of "Adenalghad" 
said that the trial court continued the action against the family Al-Ayamin 
which there is indifferent to the directives issued by the Yemeni President 
"Ali Abdullah Saleh,", the judge to lift the ban on the newspaper and to 
treated all the problems that have suffered.

Mentioned some news leaked out that one of its last session, confirmed the 
recognition one of the witnesses that he hate to condemn a family and to 
provide a certificate demand  the family of the newspaper after the 
threatened by the former director of the security of the city of Aden, 
"Brigadier Abdullah Kiran".

- In the province of Hadramaut, the journalist Hossam Ashour Hanashi on 
Sunday, January 15 before the criminal court in the city of Saoun displayed 
on the background of practiced his profession for the press and the work of 
publishing alleged news which is constitute a felony. The journalist's lawyer 
Issam Hanashi said that the complainant has no legal capacity to direct the 
complaint against his client and thus the invalidity of a criminal case.

- The Journalist Basem Fadhel Alshabi exposure on Friday, 6 January to an 
implicit threat of glass damage his own car by unknown elements, against 
the background of his writing press releases. The Web site of “Adenalghad” 
said that this attack was the second on his car suffered by the press on behalf 
of.
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- The Web site, "Adenalghad"  said that the journalist Fares Algalal 
managing editor site "Altagdid News" told him that he had been on Friday, 6 
January to the arrest with four of his colleagues by armed men in civilian 
clothing belonging to the security management pilgrimage, during which he 
was to the process of blackmail hardcore. He pointed out that not only 
released after the intervention of Deputy Director of the traffics and the 
tribal leader named Maged Alsobeihi and others. He said that he detained 
after beating them and firing shots towards them.

The Southern Observatory appeals:

1- Communication about the storm the Independence Square, killing and
injuring dozens of protesters (previously issued).

2- Communication calls for the international community to stop the passage 
of the 
Immunity Law for the president Ali Abdullah Saleh (previously issued).

Names of dead:

NO. Name Province Case Notes

1. Maher Bin Hatbin 02.01.2012 Aden Killed
Killed in front of the Central Control 
Crushed Incense during the sit-in carried 
out by workers

2. Samed Fadhel Saif 13.01.2012 Aden Killed
killed by Yemeni security during the 
crush of the Square freedom in 
Khurmaksar

3. Zain Muthana 
Hanash 13.01.2012 Aden Killed

killed by Yemeni security during the 
crush of the Square freedom in 
Khurmaksar

4. Shukri Suliman 
Hassan

13.01.2012 Aden Killed
killed by Yemeni security during the 
crush of the Square freedom in 
Khurmaksar

5. Ali Abu Harba 13.01.2012 Aden Killed
killed by Yemeni security during the 
crush of the Square freedom in 
Khurmaksar

6. Fadhel Abdulwash 13.01.2012 Aden Killed
killed by Yemeni security during the 
crush of the Square freedom in 
Khurmaksar
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7. Gamal Alnamer 14.12.2012 Abyan Killed Member of the People's Committees at 
the hands of an unknown murder

8. Naser Musleh 16.01.2012 Lahj Killed Killed in The prison

9. Adel Almosen 16.01.2012 Lahj Dead Committed suicide as a result  of non-
humanitarian treatment inside prison

10. Mohamed Nasser 16.01.2012 Lahj Dead Committed suicide as a result  of non-
humanitarian treatment inside prison

11. Ayad Museed 16.01.2012 Lahj Dead Committed suicide as a result  of non-
humanitarian treatment inside prison

12. Adel saleh Ahmed 16.01.2012 Lahj Dead Committed suicide as a result  of non-
humanitarian treatment inside prison

13. Adnan Alfatahi 16.01.2012 Lahj Dead Committed suicide as a result  of non-
humanitarian treatment inside prison

14. Amal Kumri 18.01.2012 Aden Killed Member of the Local Council was killed 
by members of the Yemeni Security

15. Samam Musaed 
Othman

19.01.2012 Lahj Killed killed by the Central Security  in the 
Prison of Aldalh

16. Mohamed Abdulla 19.01.2012 Lahj Killed killed by the Central Security  in the 
Prison of Aldalh

17. Marwan Ali 19.01.2012 Lahj Killed killed by the Central Security  in the 
Prison of Aldalh

18. Saleh Kaid 
Althibani

20.01.2012 Lahj Killed An activist of the southern movement, 
was assassinated outside his home in 
mysterious circumstances in Alhabilyn

19. Abin Ali 
Aldumani

22.01.2012 Abyan Killed Children 6 years old killed by a bomb 
left over from the war in Abyan

20. Salem Atef Kutish 24.01.2012 Abyan Dead Killed by a bomb left over from 
bombing of Almagila Air Strike

21. Abdulla Hassan 
(Tambah)

27.01.2012 Aden Dead Died of wounds suffered when he was in 
Square freedom in Khurmahsar

22. Ali Nasser Ahmed 28.01.2012 Aden Dead Killed by Yemeni security forces in 
Almansoors 
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Names of wounded

NO Name Date Province State Notes

1. Othman Habob 07.01.2012 Aden Hit in the head
Was shot by security forces during 
sit-in students, Faculty of 
Medicine - Pharmacy in 
Khurmaksar

2. Hani Nasser 
Burik

13.01.2012 Aden Injury in the knee
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

3. Ramsis Aladani 13.01.2012 Aden Injury in the chest
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

4. Fawaz Mohamed 
Nasher

13.01.2012 Aden Injury in the leg
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

5. Mustafa Murad 
Ali

13.01.2012 Aden Injury in the leg
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

6. Faeldhel Abdulla 
Mohamed

13.01.2012 Aden Hit in the head
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

7. Yahya Mohsen 
Mohamed

13.01.2012 Aden Hit in the head
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

8. Yaser Mahmud 
Ali

13.01.2012 Aden Injury in thigh
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

9. Ahmed Aladrisi 13.01.2012 Aden Injury in the leg
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

10. Um Albakishi 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

11. Mohamed 
Abdulla Qasem

13.01.2012 Aden Suffocation
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

12. Amin Saleh Salim 13.01.2012 Aden Injury in the knee
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden
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13. Mohamed Saleh 
Salim

13.01.2012 Aden Suffocation
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

14. Abdulla 
Mohamed Hassan

13.01.2012 Aden Injury in the leg 
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

15. Mohamed Saleh 
Qasem

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

16. Hamdi Wadih 
Saif

13.01.2012 Aden Gas Suffocation
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

17. Yahya Mohsen 
Abdulla

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

18. Mohamed 
Abdulla Aluklah

13.01.2012 Aden ا Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

19. Mohamed Wadih 
Saeed

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

20. Ali Mohamed 
Abdulla

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden 

21. Abu Alabid 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

22. Amin saleh 
Khalid

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

23. Nagib ahmed 
Maneh

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

24. Sami Alburiki 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

25. Mohamed Abu 
Shama

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

26. Huda Salim Ali 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden
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27. Yahya Ali 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

28. Amal Ahmed 
Alsuki

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

29. Nawal Ali 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

30. Rim Bint Alasima 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

31. Sumiah Bint 
Alganoob

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

32. Huda Othman 
Saeed

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

33. Thuria Albihani 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

34. Abdulkadir 
Alsuhibi

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

35. Gamil Amer 
Aldalhi

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

36. Mohamed Hamad 
Alshaki

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

37. Abdulgabar Saeed 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

38. Usam Hassan 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

39. Nabil Amer 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

40. Omer Alsubihi 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

41. Murad Abdulrab 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden
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42. Mahmud Alyafihi 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

43. Abdulsalam 
Fadhel Hamada

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

44. Thabit Gabran 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

45. Usam Alhji 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

46. Walid Nasser 
Abdullah

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

47. Samih Ahmed Ali 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

48. Ahmed Saeed 
Nuhman

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

49. Aidarus Ragih 
IHassan

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

50. Wadah Nagi 
Alhuribi

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

51. Yasser alhawi 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

52. Abdulalim Galib 
Nasser

13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

53. Anwar Ali Saleh 13.01.2012 Aden Severely injured
Injured by a fire of Yemeni forces 
on the citizens during a day of 
reconciliation in Aden

54. Fahim Awad 17.01.2012 Lahj Severely injured
Injured by a fire on citizens during 
the funeral of Samed Fadhel in 
Alhuta

55. Mohamed 
Abdulrahman

17.01.2012 Lahj Severely injured
Injured by a fire on citizens during 
the funeral of Samed Fadhel in 
Alhota-Lahj

56. Shahed Nasser 17.01.2012 Lahj Severely injured
Injured by a fire on citizens during 
the funeral of Samed Fadhel in 
Alhuta
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57. Wael Alasiri 17.01.2012 Lahj Severely injured
Injured by a fire on citizens during 
the funeral of Samed Fadhel in 
Alhuta

58. Saber Mohamed 
Yahya

19.02.2012 LAhj Severely injured
Injured by a fire on citizens during 
the funeral of Samed Fadhel in 
Alhuta

59. Abdulla 
Mohamed Abadi

19.01.2012 LAhj suffocation Gas suffocated inside the prison 
city of Aldalh during the strike

60. Fuad Mused 
Aldakam

19.01.2012 LAhj Suffocation Gas suffocated inside the prison 
city of Aldalh during the strike

61. Mohamed 
Abdulla Aluklah 19.01.2012 LAhj Severely injured Gas suffocated inside the prison 

city of Aldalh during the strike

62. Mohamed 
Mahmud Taher

19.01.2012 Lahj Suffocation Gas suffocated inside the prison 
city of Aldalh during the strike

63. Saeed Bahashan 21.01.2012 Aden Injury in shoulder Was shot by security forces 
stationed in Caltex tour

64. Gaber Mohamed 
Kaid

22.01.2012 Aden Injury in the eye Was shot by security forces 
stationed in Caltex tour

65. Ali Aldamani 22.01.2012 Abyan Severely injured Injured by a bomb left over from 
the war in Abyan

66. Abin Ali 
Aldamani

22.01.2012 Abyan Severely injured Injured by a bomb left over from 
the war in Abyan

67. Warda Salim Atef 24.01.2012 Abyan Severely injured 13 years old, Injured by a bomb 
left over from the war in Amagila 
air strike

68. Khaled Salim 
Atef

24.01.2012 Abyan Severely injured 10 years old, Injured by a bomb 
left over from the war in Almagila 
air strike

69. Ali Salim Atef 24.01.2012 Abyan Severely injured 9 years old, Injured by a bomb left 
over from the war in Amagila air 
strike 

70. Wife Ali Salem 
Attef

24.01.2012 Abyan Severely injured 9 years old, Injured by a bomb left 
over from the war in Amagila air 
strike 

71. Abdulrahman 
Alnaqeeb

29.01.2012 Lahj Severely injured Injured by security forces during 
an assassination attempt on the 
waterfall in Aldalh
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NNNaaammmeeesss ooofff DDDeeetttaaaiiinnneeeeeesss:::

No. Name Date Province Notes

1. Waheeb Mohamed Omar 07.01.2012 Abyan 19-year activist in the Federation of 
Southern Youth, arrested in Mukiras

2. Walead Maher Alelbi 07.01.2012 Abyan 18-year activist in the Federation of 
Southern Youth, arrested in Mukiras

3. Mohamed Saleh Alawlaqi 07.01.2012 Abyan 19-year activist in the Federation of 
Southern Youth, arrested in Mukiras

4. Ahmed Abdulla Alhadi 07.01.2012 Abyan 17-year activist in the Federation of 
Southern Youth, arrested in Mukiras

5. Murad Gebel Kamish 07.01.2012 Abyan 18-year activist in the Federation of 
Southern Youth, arrested in Mukiras

6. Abdulla Hussein Siwah 07.01.2012 Abyan 18-year activist in the Federation of 
Southern Youth, arrested in Mukiras

7. Yahya Galib Alshuaibi 11.01.2012 Aden Lawyer and human rights activist 
was arrested at the airport 
Khurmaksar

8. Mohamed Bamisri 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

9. Obaid Qasem 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

10. Nasser Alshuabi 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

11. Sheik Abdulkarim qasem 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

12. Anwar Ali Mohsen 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

13. Awad Yaslam Bamoumen 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

14. Adris Hamud 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
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movement

15. Abdullah Misuad 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

16. Sheik Abdullah Garama 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

17. Dr. Waheeb Abdullah 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

18. Gassan Thabit Saleh 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

19. Mohamed Thabit Saleh 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

20. Mareb Thabit Saleh 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

21. Antar Mohamed Saleh 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

22. Ahamed Awad Alhamed 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

23. Hani Saeed Bin Saeed 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

24. MUheeb Abdulamir 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

25. Obaid Mohamed Nasser 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement

26. Abduaziz Ali 13.12.2012 Aden Political activist in southern 
movement
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Photos:

The Killed Samed Fadhel 
Saif

innwomaInjured
squareFreedom

ininjuredtheofOne
squarefreedom

innjureditheofOne
squarefreedom

The killed Muthana 
Hanash

ininjuredtheofOne
squarefreedom

ininjuredtheofOne
squarefreedom

Khalid salim Atef 10 
years old

The killed Sakib Suliman 
Hassan

Dead body of an 
unidentified

ininjuredtheofOne
squarefreedom

The killed Salim 
Althibani

Ward Salim Atef 13 years 
oldinjuredalimatheofOne

squarefreedomin
ininjuredtheofOne

squareedomfreber

Ali Salim Atef 19 year 
old
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Injured Saeed BaashanInjured Gaber Mohamed 
Kaid

Wife of Salim Atef AliThe killed Abdulla 
Hassan

Videos:

 Massacre of freedom square /1/2012 13
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCJn3DJ6tRc&feature=player_embedde
d
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=MCJn3DJ6t
Rc#!

 Massacre of freedom square /1/2012 13
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k73n8xNkz44&feature=player_embedde
d

 Shoot at demonstrations
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RMNul8RnNU&feature=player_embed
ded

 Injured Ahmed Aladrisi in freedom square /1/2012 13
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WHe7NWHnK0&feature=player_embe
dded

 Injured people in freedom square /1/2012 13
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydcBt-a4470&feature=player_embedded

 One of the wounded in freedom square /1/2012 13
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYtGzBw8B9c&list=UUBc3ppZwDWqr
cpCUPPrCddg&index=7&feature=plcp

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCJn3DJ6tRc&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=MCJn3DJ6tRc#!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k73n8xNkz44&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RMNul8RnNU&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7WHe7NWHnK0&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydcBt-a4470&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYtGzBw8B9c&list=UUBc3ppZwDWqrcpCUPPrCddg&index=7&feature=plcp
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MCJn3DJ6tRc&feature=player_embedde
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=MCJn3DJ6t
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k73n8xNkz44&feature=player_embedde
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RMNul8RnNU&feature=player_embed
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ydcBt
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cYtGzBw8B9c&list=UUBc3ppZwDWqr
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 Attack the Yemeni army on the Independence Square in memory of 
reconciliation and tolerance, January 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_jGH5wxQVc&feature=player_embedd
ed

 Injured and killed people in the Independence Square in memory of 
reconciliation and tolerance, January 2012

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Z7qBnmH3
GiY

 The killed Saeed Alhajj Bathuris
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmJB7aHECgY&feature=youtu.b

For the contacts:

The main office of
Southern Observatory for
Human Rights (SOHR)
Dr. Afendi Al-Hajj
Waldheimstrasse 6
3012 Bern, Switzerland
Tel: +41 797 80 88 49
Fax: +41 31 305 49 87
Sohraden@hotmail.com
www.sohr-aden.org

The Lawyer Abdulrahman Al-musibali
Geneva , Switzerland
almusibli@hotmail.com

Ali f. saleh
Bern . Switzerland
Aden5050@hotmail.com

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_jGH5wxQVc&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Z7qBnmH3GiY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmJB7aHECgY&feature=youtu.b
mailto:Sohraden@hotmail.com
http://www.sohr-aden.org/
mailto:almusibli@hotmail.com
mailto:Aden5050@hotmail.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_jGH5wxQVc&feature=player_embedd
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=Z7qBnmH3
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MmJB7aHECgY&feature=youtu.b
www.sohr-aden.org

